
Fill-Air®

Inflatable Packaging Film

Packaging Films
That Fit your
Business For
Growth



Fill-Air®
Family of Films
Sealed Air’s Fill-Air® inflatable packaging is already
known for its reliability and durability, yet Fill-Air
Extreme® and Fill-Air Extreme Efficiency® films 
improve on the original by adding strength to both 
the material and the edge seal that locks air in.  In 
addition to these benefits, Fill-Air® has added both
AirWrap and a custom print offering to its portfolio.

Fill-Air Extreme Efficiency®

Sealed Air’s Fill-Air Extreme Efficiency® film makes

significant strides in operational efficiency, performance

and sustainability. It is sold in bulk pallet quantities.  

Each roll has 5,900 linear feet, 40% more film than an 

Extreme® film roll and there is no additional impact on 

the warehouse storage footprint.

Fill-Air Extreme®

Fill-Air Extreme® film offers an improved environmental 

profile.  Overall, Sealed Air® has been able to reduce its

environmental impact when producing this film by 25%.

Printed Films
Recyclable - how2recycle.info

33% reduction in petroleum-based resins

Printed films in one color ink standard in Lenoir, NC and
China
Minimums: Four pallets per order size

Lead times: Lenoir is six weeks on first order, four weeks 
on all subsequent orders

Recyclable - how2recycle.info

37% reduction in petroleum-based resins

Fill-Air Extreme® AirWrap

AirWrap bridges the gap between void fill and cushioning

applications, harnessing the flexibility of air to fit any

business. AirWrap is a Fill-Air Extreme® film with a 3” 

width.  This solution runs on the Fill-Air Rocket®, while 

simultaneously reducing packaging material usage and 

improving Dim Weight.

When comparing our AirWrap material with low end bubble
(cushioning applications), customers tend to use up to 60%
less of linear material to appropriately package a product

Typical Applications: Product separation, blocking and
bracing, carton lining, product wrapping, product
interleaving, and small voids

Size Offerings: 8”, 10” and 12”

Artwork needs to be submitted to Lenoir for inspection and
quoting prior to accepting order

Printing is random print (step and repeat)
Plate Charges typically are around $250 - $300
China can produce up to four colors but this is a lead time 
of up to sixteen weeks for the first order based on transit
time.  Same minimums apply.

Can be deflated to take up less space

Lightweight, saving on freight costs and energy
consumed when compared to paper

Can be deflated to take up less space

Lightweight, saving on freight costs and energy
consumed
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Printing is now available on both Fill-Air Extreme® and 

Fill-Air Extreme Efficiency® films.  Sealed Air® offers one

color and up to four colors with a repeat pattern.


